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Introduction to Radar Analysis outlines the fundamental principles and applications of radar as
well as important mathematical derivations - serving as a reference for engineers, technical
managers, and students.This comprehensive book divides into two parts:General analytical
treatment of radar signal processingSpecific discussion of radar topics and radar typesChapters
contain:derivations of the radar equation in many forms for an essential understanding of radar
principlesexamination of radar cross section and receiver noisepractical aspects of radar
systems, including stretch processing, multipath propagation, and track filtersanalysis of
probability of detection and radar losses; CW and pulsed radars; and pulse
compressioninvestigation of current research and industry trends, including clutter and wave
propagation, Moving Target Indicator (MTI), tracking radars, and array antennasa unique
approach in presenting Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)756 equations and formulas providing
detailed mathematical derivations165 examples and exercise problems as well as 149 figures
and plotsIntroduction to Radar Analysis acts as an essential stepping stone toward specialized
topics - providing a clear, accessible framework of radar fundamentals as well as a thorough
study of advanced topics and radar technology issues.

"Brown's book is one of the best ever on the history of radar and war … the definitive history of
radar science and war."-IEEE Review"A great book, of permanent value: powerful, magisterial,
full of surprises, and freighted with deep insight into science and human affairs. It will remain for
all time the definitive history of the invention and application of radar during the Second World
War."-Richard Rhodes, author of The Making of the Atomic Bomb (Pulitzer Prize winner)"… a
valuable document suitable for the nonspecialist reader, includes a number of smaller or greater
surprises (at least for us 'youngsters') and couples, in an interesting way, human, technological,
and military topics to show the complexity of modern warfare. The author has synthesized a
huge amount of material in a very readable way and avoided the use of rarely known difficult
English phrases-a habit of many British writers. Everyone keen on studying a less-than
conventional book about radar history should acquire this volume!"-IEEE Aerospace and
Electronic Systems Magazine"Given the breadth of his canvas the author does a pretty good
job, and I came out of the book with a much better understanding of the use of radar in the last
war, particularly in the Pacific and Mediterranean, than I had gathered from the dozen or so
books already on my shelf. … I am glad to welcome this edition to my family of books on radar."-
Robert Hanbury Brown, Physics World"… this book is to be recommended to anyone interested
in the history of science and technology and of World War II. In particular, Brown has created a
new benchmark in the writing of the history of radar."-David Zimmerman, IEEE Spectrum"Louis
Brown ... offers in this book a compendious and scholarly history of the development of radar ...



Brown tells a fascinating story, and this book can be hard to put down."-Robert H. March,
University of Wisconsin"This important and extremely useful book is destined to become the
standard work in the field. Highly recommended."-W.M. Leary, University of Georgia" [It]
provides a valuable resource to scholars in the field. Brown synthesizes a vast amount of
material, bringing together in one volume the history of radar developments in no fewer than a
dozen countries. Add in the author's witty asides-he had this reviewer laughing out loud on more
than one occasion-and this is a book worth buying."-Timothy S. Wolters, The Journal of Military
History"No other history of radar discusses every country's program."-ISIS"… a useful resource,
filling a void in the literature on radar development."-Technology and Culture"… a fascinating
and readable account … a book you must read."-Contemporary Physics"… much new
discussion and analyses in Brown's book."-Annals of Science"Brown's account will provide a
worthwhile read."-Robert W. Seidel (University of Minnesota), History of Physics Newsletter,
Vol.VIII, No.2"… this book should also teach something to even the most knowledgeable. No
other history of radar discusses every country's program. Equally unique is Brown's treatment of
both the technological development and combat uses of radar. And topping it off, he wraps
everything in a highly readable package."-Barton C. Hacker
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Edward Shamsi, “THE BEST PRACTICAL BOOK ON RADAR SYSTEMS ANALYSIS. There are
lots of books published on radar systems analysis. Non of these books demonstrate in a clear
way how to use and implement the covered material. This book goes an important step further
and teaches the reader how to apply the material presented, using easy to follow MATLAB
programs. After reading this book you can have a clear understanding of how to solve and
analyze real life radar problems.”

The book by Bassem R. Mahafza has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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